A FULVIC DEFICIENCY?
The magic of All Green Plants is found in their power to convert sunlight into sugar.
All Life depends on this miracle.
All Land at one time was covered with lush, highly mineralized green vegetation.
All Animals including dinosaurs used this chlorophyll rich vegetation for their
nutritious food source.
All such decaying plants and animals over tens of thousands of years of pre‐human
history have created a storehouse of complex compounds, unknown chains of amino
acids, the richest of minerals, valuable DNA material and over a dozen acid chains
not to mention all of the many unknown factors in this remarkable mix. This blend
of rare earth components is to be found in the earth’s rock strata.
Of the over 12 acid chains in this mix, we can only identify 3 chains …. !!! They are
the HUMIC, FULVIC & ULMIC chains. The rest are totally unknown and
unidentifiable.
Why you may ask? Because, the compounds found are of animal or vegetation not
found on the earth anymore. They are truly unique and valuable in our day.
Plants can make vitamins but they cannot make minerals, hence minerals are a
necessary component the soil must possess.
Keep in mind also, that although plants have incredible power to draw up the tiniest
of minerals and needed compounds plus water found in the soil, plants must also
digest the minerals to make them organic.
To do this the plants must produce the acid chain that we call FULVIC to chelate the
minerals and make them acceptable to the chemistry of humans and animals.
So, fulvic acid does not exist if the plants are not picking up minerals. Unfortunately,
we have all the evidence that USA farmlands are depleted of its minerals and have
been depleted for well over 50 years.
The lower the amount of minerals picked up, the less FULVIC ACID all our plants will
produce.
In actual fact, not only are we suffering from a mineral deficiency but we are all
suffering from a Fulvic deficiency.

Why is the manner of extraction so important when thinking of using Fulvic
acid?
Unfortunately, all the above helps us to understand why the best source of fulvic is
from plants that existed in the past.
Also of interest is that Fulvic acid is designed to be a chelater. This means it is able
and willing to attach to any chemical, compound or item introduced into its
presence. It can become saturated with other things and lose its identity or some
important qualities may be lost by being effected by other compounds. There is so
much unknown mystery surrounding this natural mix of nature, that it would be
sinful to lose some of its virtual magic through processing.
Simply stated, to process the ore it must be placed into a caustic bath, generally
sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide and later cleaned up with phosphoric
acid. These chemicals are not real bad in themselves, but when added to Fulvic acid,
the soup changes personality by combining with these foreign additives.
How much of the Fulvic is lost and; how much of the unknown compounds; or even
some living entities to be found in the mix?
Why is Fulvic acid so important?
Fulvic acid information could fill a book. But a few of its abilities are: Being able to
repair our DNA, detoxifying and repairing the liver, serving as a killer of bacteria,
viruses, parasites, etc., chelating heavy metals like mercury out of the body and
being a great immune booster.
World Health Mall, Inc. has the only lab that exclusively produces Fulvic acid for
human consumption having no cross contamination of other chemicals, with patents
on the special design equipment and patents on the very unique process of
extraction.
We use the only lab that extracts Fulvic acid without resorting to chemical use. The
whole process uses only extra clean, unsaturated water molecules. Everything of
known and unknown value is preserved and saved. It is Fulvic acid in its most
pristine form.

